Hot hot hot

Singing notes: - e g c a g a g e  Melody for Ole Ole Ole Ole
           e e g f  e f e c   Harmony

Bang on your uke in 4/4 timing for 2 bars – then acapella

Sing  Ole ole, ole ole (4x)  C F G F  C F G F

   C         F - G         F         C         F - G - F
1.  Me mind on fire,    me soul on fire, feeling hot hot hot,
   C         F - G         F         C         F - G - F
   party people, all around me, feeling hot hot hot,
   C         G - F         C         F         G - F
   What to do on a night like this?  Music sweet, I can't resist,
   C         G - F         C         F         G - F
   we need a party song, a fun……damental jam.

   C         - F-G-F
   So we go rum bum bum bum,
   C         - F-G-F
   yeah, we rum bum bum bum,
   C         F - G-F         C         F         G - F
   feeling hot hot hot, feeling hot hot hot, oh Lord!

+ C-F-G-F (2x)

   C         F - G         F         C         F-G-F
2.  See people rocking, hear people chanting, feeling hot hot hot,
   C         F - G         F         C         F - G-F
   keep up this spirit, come on let's do it, feeling hot hot hot.
   C-F         G - F         C         F         G - F
   It's in the air, celebration time, music sweet captures your mind,
   C         G - F         C         F         G - F
   we have this party song, this fun……damental jam.

   C         - F-G-F
   So we go rum bum bum bum,
   C         - F-G-F
   yeah, we rum bum bum bum,
   C         F - G-F         C         F         G F
   feeling hot hot hot, feeling hot hot hot, oh Lord!

acapella Sing  Ole ole, ole ole (4x)

Continuing this chord pattern C F G F to end with lyrics:-

I'm hot, Your’re hot, he's hot, she's hot x , How you feeling? Hot hot hot…..
.... end C/